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cerner ccl cerner command language is the cerner corporation fourth generation
programming language which is expressed in the cerner discern explorer solution ccl is
patterned after the structured query language sql to access discern explorer connect to
your cerner system and enter ccl at the operating system level press enter when you sign
on to discern explorer you must know the environment and any special instructions to
access the relational database management system rdb cerner command language aka ccl
aka discern explorer is a database query and scripting language used with cerner
millennium databases ccl unit is a unit testing framework for ccl learn how jase health can
help you use cerner command language ccl for data extraction reporting and custom
services see examples of ccl projects and how to optimize system performance and
efficiency we are pleased to announce the release of ccl unit and ccl testing as open
source code projects as well as the release of the ccl testing plugin artifacts to maven
central cerner command language ccl is a database query and scripting language used
with cerner millennium databases learn how to get data out of cerner ehr system using ccl
sql reporting tools or edw compare the pros and cons of different data acquisition methods
and challenges of working with cerner data yes you can use cerner command language ccl
scripts to create retrieve update or remove health data intelligence information using the
health data intelligence apis see understand oracle health data intelligence api ccl
requests in the reference pages on cerner wiki for more information the ccl unit
framework is a collection of ccl programs for executing ccl unit tests and generating test
results and code coverage data it must be installed into a cerner millennium environment
before it can be used find step by step instructions here cerner command language aka ccl
aka discern explorer is a database query and scripting language used with cerner
millennium databases ccl unit is a unit testing framework for ccl welcome to the clinical
office mpage edition online training library our goal is to teach you the skills necessary to
develop your own cerner mpages with angular and clinical office through our ccl rules and
custom training courses we can transfer oracle cerner specific clinical and technical
knowledge to your it team and end users for those not familiar cerner ccl is structured
very similarly to sql and also contains report writing features what i m curious about is
how to unit test query data result sets returned with a ccl query a maven build plugin for
transferring resources compiling ccl code and unit tests executing the tests and retrieving
the test and code coverage results additional reporting plugins are used to add the results
to the maven site cerner command language aka ccl aka discern explorer is a database
query and scripting language used with cerner millennium databases ccl unit is a unit
testing framework for ccl cerner ccl in addition to real time information streaming using
hl7 often data in the cerner millennium database would be needed to be interfaced with
oracle fusion cerner care account log in forgot your password don t have an account log in
enable quick log in cerner s soarian clinicals implementation of the hl7 fhir standard ccl
could be ported to work with any relational databases it was a way to ensure cerner didn t
bet and lose on a given technology in the early days it s since been used as a tool to keep
oracle license costs down because they could threaten to drop them entirely responsible
for designing developing and testing discern explorer ccl reports for the cerner
millennium applications troubleshoot debugged and modified existing ccl programs as per
ccl npp udl user defined language udl file for notepad to provide syntax highlighting and
code folding for cerner ccl discern explorer
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cerner ccl wikipedia May 21 2024
cerner ccl cerner command language is the cerner corporation fourth generation
programming language which is expressed in the cerner discern explorer solution ccl is
patterned after the structured query language sql

ccl preliminary concepts in discern explorer discern
help Apr 20 2024
to access discern explorer connect to your cerner system and enter ccl at the operating
system level press enter when you sign on to discern explorer you must know the
environment and any special instructions to access the relational database management
system rdb

ccl testing a collection of maven plugins and their Mar
19 2024
cerner command language aka ccl aka discern explorer is a database query and scripting
language used with cerner millennium databases ccl unit is a unit testing framework for
ccl

ccl programming jase health Feb 18 2024
learn how jase health can help you use cerner command language ccl for data extraction
reporting and custom services see examples of ccl projects and how to optimize system
performance and efficiency

ccl unit and ccl testing released to open source Jan 17
2024
we are pleased to announce the release of ccl unit and ccl testing as open source code
projects as well as the release of the ccl testing plugin artifacts to maven central cerner
command language ccl is a database query and scripting language used with cerner
millennium databases

healthcare analytics with cerner part 1 data
acquisition Dec 16 2023
learn how to get data out of cerner ehr system using ccl sql reporting tools or edw
compare the pros and cons of different data acquisition methods and challenges of
working with cerner data

cerner oracle health data intelligence documentation
Nov 15 2023
yes you can use cerner command language ccl scripts to create retrieve update or remove
health data intelligence information using the health data intelligence apis see understand
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oracle health data intelligence api ccl requests in the reference pages on cerner wiki for
more information

github oracle samples cclunit framework a collection
of Oct 14 2023
the ccl unit framework is a collection of ccl programs for executing ccl unit tests and
generating test results and code coverage data it must be installed into a cerner
millennium environment before it can be used find step by step instructions here

github cerner ccl testing a collection of maven plugins
Sep 13 2023
cerner command language aka ccl aka discern explorer is a database query and scripting
language used with cerner millennium databases ccl unit is a unit testing framework for
ccl

clinical office mpage edition Aug 12 2023
welcome to the clinical office mpage edition online training library our goal is to teach you
the skills necessary to develop your own cerner mpages with angular and clinical office

oracle cerner training hpg support services Jul 11
2023
through our ccl rules and custom training courses we can transfer oracle cerner specific
clinical and technical knowledge to your it team and end users

sql testing cerner ccl query data with oracle s unit Jun
10 2023
for those not familiar cerner ccl is structured very similarly to sql and also contains report
writing features what i m curious about is how to unit test query data result sets returned
with a ccl query

ccl maven plugin ccl testing May 09 2023
a maven build plugin for transferring resources compiling ccl code and unit tests
executing the tests and retrieving the test and code coverage results additional reporting
plugins are used to add the results to the maven site

ccl cerner linkedin Apr 08 2023
cerner command language aka ccl aka discern explorer is a database query and scripting
language used with cerner millennium databases ccl unit is a unit testing framework for
ccl
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opportunities for cerner oracle fusion integrations
Mar 07 2023
cerner ccl in addition to real time information streaming using hl7 often data in the cerner
millennium database would be needed to be interfaced with oracle fusion

cerner care account log in Feb 06 2023
cerner care account log in forgot your password don t have an account log in enable quick
log in

api catalog oracle health code console cerner Jan 05
2023
cerner s soarian clinicals implementation of the hl7 fhir standard

ccl is unnecessary r cernercorporation reddit Dec 04
2022
ccl could be ported to work with any relational databases it was a way to ensure cerner
didn t bet and lose on a given technology in the early days it s since been used as a tool to
keep oracle license costs down because they could threaten to drop them entirely

chad johnson chief executive officer self employed
linkedin Nov 03 2022
responsible for designing developing and testing discern explorer ccl reports for the
cerner millennium applications troubleshoot debugged and modified existing ccl programs
as per

github mattwatt ccl npp udl cerner ccl discern
explorer Oct 02 2022
ccl npp udl user defined language udl file for notepad to provide syntax highlighting and
code folding for cerner ccl discern explorer
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